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PURPOSE. The purpose of this study was to evaluate the performance of optical coherence
tomography angiography (OCTA) in visualizing laser-induced choroidal neovascularization
(CNV) in the rodent retina.
METHODS. Choroidal neovascularization was induced via laser photocoagulation in 2 male
Brown Norway rats and 2 male C57BL/6 mice. For qualitative comparison, the animals were
imaged in vivo with OCTA, indocyanine green angiography (ICGA), and fluorescein
angiography (FA), and ex vivo with immunofluorescence confocal microscopy, 14 days post
laser photocoagulation without anti-vascular endothelial growth factor (anti-VEGF) intervention. For longitudinal quantitative analysis, CNV was induced in 6 additional male C57BL/6
mice. Three mice intravitreally received an anti-VEGF agent and the remaining 3 mice
phosphate buffered saline (PBS) vehicle 7 days post laser photocoagulation. These animals
were imaged using OCTA 6, 14, and 21 days post laser photocoagulation. The area and
volume of the laser-induced CNV lesions were measured longitudinally.
RESULTS. In both mice and rats, OCTA qualitatively showed high correlation with FA, ICGA,
and immunofluorescence imaging. Unlike FA and ICGA, which does not show the
microvasculature due to dye leakage, OCTA visualized the CNV microvasculature with
resolution and contrast comparable to immunofluorescence images. Longitudinal imaging
enabled normalization of the CNV area and volume, reducing inherent variation in the CNV
size. By using only 3 mice in each group, statistically significant differences (P < 0.01) in the
CNV area and volume could be demonstrated.
CONCLUSIONS. Optical coherence tomography angiography enables noninvasive visualization of
the laser-induced CNV microvasculature in the rodent retina with high resolution and tissuelumen contrast, providing quantifiable in vivo measurements for longitudinal analysis.
Keywords: optical coherence tomography, angiography, choroidal neovascularization, rodent

horoidal neovascularization (CNV) is characteristic of
exudative age-related macular degeneration (AMD), one
of the leading causes of irreversible vision loss and blindness.
Choroidal neovascularization is characterized by the growth of
abnormal vessels from the choroid penetrating through Bruch’s
membrane and extending into the subretinal pigment epithelium (sub-RPE) or subretinal space, which results in degeneration of the sub-RPE and photoreceptor.1–3
Utilizing small animals is essential for understanding
pathophysiology and pharmaceutical development because of
the constraints of using the human retina. Many rodent models
of ocular diseases have been developed and utilized for retinal
disease research due to their ease of maintenance and
availability.4–12 In particular, laser-induced CNV in the rodent
retina is a popular model for AMD research. In this model, laser

C

photocoagulation is performed to injure Bruch’s membrane,
which stimulates the growth of abnormal blood vessels from
the choroid into the subretinal space.8–11 Unlike in management of AMD in human patients, where the presence and
location of CNV are difficult to know, the precise location of the
laser-induced CNV lesion in the rodent retina is known prior to
imaging. Therefore, imaging of laser-induced CNV in animal
models has more emphasis on assessing the progress of the
lesion than on detecting its presence, which makes noninvasive
and high-resolution angiographic imaging techniques highly
desirable for this application.
Widely used imaging techniques for laser-induced CNV
include fluorescein angiography (FA), indocyanine green
angiography (ICGA), and choroidal flat mount immunofluorescence imaging. Fluorescein angiography and ICGA are
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representative imaging modalities for monitoring CNV in
vivo.13–17 In FA images, the presence of CNV manifests as
diffuse hyperfluorescence due to fluorescein dye leakage.
Therefore, although highly effective in detecting the presence
of CNV, FA does not well visualize the detailed structure of
CNV vessels. Indocyanine green angiography suffers less from
obscuring of the CNV vessel structure than does fluorescein
because of the higher chemical affinity of indocyanine green
to the plasma protein albumin, which has a significantly larger
molecular size than fluorescein and indocyanine green.13
However, both FA and ICGA are not capable of providing
depth-resolved images of blood vessels in the retina and
choroid. Minor disadvantages of FA and ICGA include
relatively short imaging time windows following intravenous
injection of the dye. Finally, choroidal flat mount imaging
precludes longitudinal monitoring of individual animals,
although it provides contrast and resolution better than
commonly used in vivo imaging techniques.
Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is a noninvasive
imaging technique that allows cross-sectional imaging of
biological tissue. Optical coherence tomography angiography
(OCTA), a functional extension of OCT, combined with
ultrahigh imaging speeds, can visualize not only the retinal
structure but also vasculature in three-dimensions without
administration of exogenous contrast agents. Optical coherence tomography angiography derives its contrast from
erythrocyte movement resulting in local fluctuation of OCT
intensity and/or phase, which in turn can be used to map the
location of blood vessels by comparing sequentially acquired
cross-sectional images from the same position on the
retina.18–27 Recent advances in OCT technology enabled
clinical application of OCTA on imaging human patients with
various retinal diseases, including AMD,28–30 diabetic retinopathy,31,32 and glaucoma.33 In particular, it has been
shown multiple times that OCTA is highly suitable for
imaging CNV because it can readily distinguish normal
vessels in the inner retina from abnormal vessels in the
outer retina due to its high depth resolution. Optical
coherence tomography angiography has also been applied
on imaging the retina in a number of small animal models,
including rats with elevated intraocular pressure and obese
mice.34,35
In this study, we have demonstrated OCTA for imaging laserinduced choroidal neovascularization in the rodent retina. A
prototype high-speed OCT system utilizing a custom ring
cavity wavelength-swept laser at the center wavelength of
1048 nm with an A-scan rate of 230 kHz was developed for
rodent retinal imaging. Laser-induced CNV in the mouse and
rat retina were imaged to visualize the three-dimensional
microvasculature. In addition to OCTA, FA, ICGA, and
immunofluorescence imaging were performed in the same
eyes for comparison. In the mouse retina, we demonstrated
longitudinal monitoring of laser-induced CNV in two groups,
one of which intravitreally received an anti-vascular endothelial
growth factor (anti-VEGF) agent with known efficacy and the
other phosphate buffed saline (PBS) vehicle only. By measuring
the CNV area and volume longitudinally using OCTA, a
statistically significant effect of the anti-VEGF was shown using
relatively small numbers of animals.

METHODS
Animal Model
Male Brown Norway rats with body weights of 200 to 250 g
and C57BL/6 male mice with body weights of 25 to 30 g were
used for this investigation. All animals were housed with a

normal 12 h/12 h light/dark cycle. For all animal procedures
described below, animals were anesthetized using ketamine
(80 mg/kg for rats and 100 mg/kg for mice) and xylazine (8
mg/kg for rats and 10 mg/kg for mice) with appropriate
additional doses as necessary to maintain anesthesia. Tropicamide (1%) was applied topically for dilation.
Laser photocoagulation was performed using an argon laser
(Lumenis, Inc., Santa Clara, CA, USA) with a center wavelength
of 532 nm. An incident power of 250 mW, spot size of 200 lm,
and pulse duration of 100 ms for rats and 100 mW, 100 lm, and
100 ms for mice were used to rupture Bruch’s membrane. Four
to 5 lesions were induced evenly distributed around the optic
nerve head (ONH) on the right eye approximately 1.4 mm and
0.7 mm away from the ONH for rats and mice, respectively.
Successful injury was confirmed by formation of a bubble
immediately after laser photocoagulation. Eyes showing
significant subretinal hemorrhage after laser photocoagulation
were excluded. Rats and mice were returned to their normal
housing after recovering from anesthesia.
Seven days after laser photocoagulation, 6 mice were
randomly divided into 2 groups, with 1 group intravitreally
receiving an anti-VEGF agent (Aflibercept, 5 mg/mL in 1 lL PBS
vehicle; Bayer Pharma AG, Berlin, Germany) and the other 1 lL
of PBS vehicle only on the right eye (n ¼ 3 for both groups).
Both the anti-VEGF and control groups underwent OCTA
imaging 1 day before, 7 days after, and 14 days after intravitreal
injection.
Seven and 14 days after laser photocoagulation, an
additional 2 rats and 2 mice for each time point underwent
FA, ICGA, OCTA, and immunofluorescence imaging of the
choroidal flat mount for comparison. None of the animals here
received intravitreal injection prior to imaging. The animals
were anesthetized and dilated as described previously.
Fluorescein angiography and ICGA were performed immediately after OCTA imaging, after which the animals were killed
for choroidal flat mount preparation.
All animals were treated in accordance with the ARVO
Statement for the Use of Animals in Ophthalmic and Vision
Research, and animal care and treatment were performed
under protocols approved by the institutional review boards at
Korea Institute of Advanced Science and Technology and Seoul
National University Bundang Hospital.

OCTA Imaging
Animals were imaged using a prototype high-speed OCT
system utilizing a custom ring cavity wavelength-swept laser
at the center wavelength of 1048 nm with an A-scan rate of
230 kHz. Areas measuring 1.7 3 1.7 mm for mice and 3.2 3
3.2 mm for rats were scanned centered at the ONH. For both
rats and mice, 3 B-scans each were acquired from 1024 crosssectional locations. With a total of 3072 B-scans with 820 Ascans/B-scan, the resulting B-scan time interval and total
volume acquisition time were approximately 4.45 ms and
13.7 seconds, respectively, with a scan duty cycle of 80%.
From each cross-sectional location, speckle decorrelation
normalized to have values between 0 and 1 was calculated
between two sequentially acquired B-scans in linear intensity
scale to generate cross-sectional OCT angiograms.36 To
separate the choroidal and retinal microvasculature, Bruch’s
membrane was segmented semiautomatically in ImageJ
software (http://imagej.nih.gov/ij/; provided in the public
domain by the National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD,
USA).37 The rough boundary between the outer nuclear layer
and outer plexiform layer was manually segmented to
separate the inner retina containing normal retinal microvasculature from the outer retina containing abnormal CNV. For
two-dimensional visualization, each volumetric angiogram
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FIGURE 1. Optical coherence tomography angiography images of the normal mouse retina. (A) An OCT intensity cross-section at the optic nerve
head, with 55 B-scans averaged to increase image quality. (B) An en face OCT angiogram of the inner retina. (C) An en face OCT angiogram of the
outer retina. Shadow artifacts caused by thick retinal vessels in the inner retina are shaded in red. (D) An en face OCT angiogram of the choroid.
Artifacts near the center of the images, caused by parasitic reflections from the lens in the OCT system, are delineated by the red dotted contour.
Scale bars: 200 lm.

was projected separately in three depth ranges, resulting in
en face angiograms of the inner retina, outer retina, and
choroid. For CNV area measurement, the vessel area was
calculated by binarizing the en face angiogram of the outer
retina and summing the number of pixels above the
threshold. For CNV volume measurement, the vessel volume
was calculated by summing the number of voxels in the
binarized volumetric angiogram of the outer retina.

FA and ICGA Imaging
Immediately after OCTA imaging, select animals were scanned
using two separate confocal scanning laser ophthalmoscope
(CSLO) prototypes for FA and ICGA imaging. Fluorescein
sodium (10 mg for mice and 40 mg for rats intraperitoneally;
Alcon, Fort Worth, TX, USA) and indocyanine green (0.375 mg
for mice and 1.5 mg for rats, intravenously; Daiichi Pharmaceutical, Tokyo, Japan) were injected approximately 6 minutes
prior to imaging. For both FA and ICGA, 1.7 3 1.7 mm and 3.2
3 3.2 mm areas centered at the ONH were scanned for rats and
mice, respectively. The CSLO systems used light sources at 488
nm and 785 nm for excitation of fluorescein and indocyanine
green, respectively. A high numerical aperture objective lens
(PlanApok, numerical aperture ¼ 0.75; Nikon Corp., Tokyo,
Japan) was used as the ocular lens. Fluorescence emission at
500 to 550 nm and 813 to 870 nm was detected by a multialkali
photomultiplier tube (R9110; Hamamatsu, Shizuoka Pref.,
Japan). The electric signal from the photomultiplier tube was
digitized by a frame grabber (Solios; Matrox Electronic Systems,

Quebec, Canada) and reconstructed to a 512 3 512-pixel
image.

Choroidal Flat Mount Preparation for
Immunofluorescence Imaging
Immediately after in vivo imaging, select animals were
intracardially perfused with PBS 14 days post laser photocoagulation. After PBS perfusion, eyes were enucleated. Within 4
hours after enucleation, the eyes were fixed in 2% paraformaldehyde/PBS for 30 minutes for rats and 10 minutes for mice.
The choroid was isolated and permeabilized with 0.5% Triton
X-100, 5% fetal bovine serum, 5% normal goat serum, and 20%
DMSO in PBS for 3 hours at room temperature. The mouse
choroid was incubated in a 1 lg/mL hamster anti-mouse CD31
(EDM Millipore Corp., Temecula, CA, USA) solution at 48C for 2
days. After washing, the choroid was incubated for 4 hours at
room temperature in a secondary antibody solution with 1:300
dilution of goat anti-Armenian hamster IgG (Alexa Fluor488
AffiniPure; Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories, Inc., West
Grove, PA, USA). The rat choroid was incubated in a 10 lg/mL
lectin-BS-1-FITC (Sigma-Aldrich Corp., St. Louis, MO, USA)
solution at 48C for 2 days. Four cuts were made from the edges
to the center after thoroughly washing the choroid, which was
then flattened and mounted with the vitreous side up on a
microscope slide. The choroidal flat mount was visualized with
a confocal microscope (LSM710; Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen,
Germany).
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FIGURE 2. Optical coherence tomography angiography images of the normal rat retina. (A) An OCT intensity cross-section at the optic nerve head,
with 55 B-scans averaged to increase image quality. (B) An en face OCT angiogram of the inner retina. (C) An en face OCT angiogram of the outer
retina. (D) An en face OCT angiogram of the choroid. Shadow artifacts caused by thick retinal vessels in the inner retina are shaded in red. Artifacts
near the center of the images, caused by parasitic reflections from the lens in the OCT system, are delineated by the red dotted contour. Scale bars:
400 lm.

Statistical Analysis
For CNV area and volume measurements using OCTA, means
and standard deviations were calculated separately for the antiVEGF and control groups at each time point. Multiple lesions in
the same eye were not treated as statistically independent, and
the mean values were used as a single measurement for
statistical analysis. To test for statistical significance between
the two groups, the Student’s t-test was used with the null
hypothesis rejection criterion of P < 0.01.

balanced detector (PDB460C; Thorlabs, Inc., Newton, NJ,
USA) and sampled at 340 MHz using a high-speed analog-todigital converter (PX14400; Signatec, Lockport, IL, USA). With
the incident power on the retina of approximately 1.2 mW, the
measured system sensitivity was 96 dB with a single-side 6-dB
roll-off imaging range of approximately 1.5 mm in air. The OCT
sample arm was configured using Zemax software (Zemax LLC,
Seattle, WA, USA) to have a lateral resolution of approximately
22 lm. The measured axial resolution was approximately 6.9
lm in tissue.

OCT Prototype
The schematic of the high-speed OCT prototype is shown in
Supplementary Figure S1. The ring cavity wavelength-swept
laser was built using a semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA)
(SOA-1060-100-HI-24dB; INNOLUME GmbH, Dortmund, Germany) and a tunable Fabry-Perot filter (TFPF) (H1050-140-700;
Lambda Quest, Canoga Park, CA, USA).38,39 The TFPF was
driven sinusoidally at approximately 57.5 kHz using a function
generator (DS345; Stanford Research Systems, Sunnyvale, CA,
USA). The output of the SOA was synchronously modulated
with a square wave to generate unidirectional sweeps at
approximately 57.5 kHz with a duty cycle of approximately
25%. The optical output of the ring cavity was buffered 43,
resulting in an OCT A-scan rate of approximately 230 kHz and a
wavelength tuning range of approximately 94 nm centered at
1048 nm. An acousto-optic frequency shifter at 85 MHz (AMF85-1060-ER60; Brimrose, Sparks, MD, USA) was used in the
OCT reference arm to double the 6-dB sensitivity roll-off
imaging range.40 The OCT signal was detected using a

RESULTS
Figures 1A and 2A show OCT intensity B-scans at the ONH,
Figures 1B and 2B en face OCT angiograms of the inner retina,
Figures 1C and 2C en face OCT angiograms of the outer retina,
and Figures 1D and 2D en face OCT angiograms of the choroid
of the mouse and rat, respectively. The B-scan and angiograms
were extracted from single volumetric scans of 1024 3 1024 3
3 A-scans over 1.7 3 1.7 mm (Fig. 1) and 3.2 3 3.2 mm (Fig. 2)
areas centered at the ONH. In normal mice and rats, the outer
retina is avascular, and any decorrelation signal in Figures 1C
and 2C is due to shadows caused by thick retinal vessels in the
inner retina, which can be easily identified by comparing
Figures 1B and 1C and Figures 2B and 2C, respectively.
Similarly, major arterioles and venules cast a shadow in Figures
1D and 2D. For unambiguous identification of shadow artifacts,
areas directly under thick retinal vessels are shaded in red in
Figures 1C and 1D and Figures 2C and 2D.
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FIGURE 3. Optical coherence tomography angiography, ICGA, FA, and immunofluorescence images of laser-induced CNV in the mouse retina
without anti-VEGF intervention. Imaging was performed 14 days after laser photocoagulation without anti-VEGF intervention. En face OCT
angiograms of (A) the inner retina, (B) the outer retina, and (C) the choroid. Shadow artifacts due to retinal vessels and thick vessels from laserinduced CNV are shaded in red. Artifacts caused by parasitic reflections from the lens are delineated by the red dotted contour. (D) Indocyanine
green angiography and (E) FA showing dye leakage from the CNV lesion as hyperfluorescence. (F1–F4) Immunofluorescence images of the laserinduced CNV from the CD31-stained choroidal flat mount. Immunofluorescence images were rotated to match the orientation of the CNV lesions
shown in (B) for better comparison. Scale bars: 200 lm.

To demonstrate the performance of OCTA in visualizing
laser-induced CNV, OCTA, ICGA, FA, and immunofluorescence
imaging were performed in the mouse and rat retina 7 and 14
days after laser photocoagulation without anti-VEGF intervention. Figures 3 and 4 acquired from the mouse and rat retina,
respectively, 14 days after laser photocoagulation, show (Figs.
3A, 4A) en face OCT angiograms of the inner retina, (Figs. 3B,
4B) en face OCT angiograms of the outer retina, (Figs. 3C, 4C)
en face OCT angiograms of the choroid, (Figs. 3D, 4D) ICGA,
(Figs. 3E, 4E) FA, and Figure 3 (F1–F4) and Figure 4 (F1–F5)
immunofluorescence images of laser-induced CNV from CD31stained choroidal flat mounts. Note that laser-induced CNV can
be well visualized in the otherwise avascular outer retinal
angiogram. Shadow artifacts from the inner retina are shaded in
red in Figures 3B and 4B. Note that thick vessels from laserinduced CNV in addition to retinal vessels cast shadow artifacts
in Figures 3C and 4C. Compared to ICGA shown in Figures 3D
and 4D, FA in Figures 3E and 4E show markedly higher degree
of hyperfluorescence from CNV lesions, completely obfuscating the CNV vasculature underneath. However, despite
significantly less hyperfluorescence, ICGA does not well
visualize the CNV microvasculature either, due to dye leakage.
Immunofluorescence images in Figures 3F and 4F show
detailed CNV microvasculature, which can be compared with
OCT angiograms in Figures 3B and 4B. Supplementary Figure
S2 shows close-up OCTA, immunofluorescence, and ICGA
images of the CNV lesion indicated as F4 in Figure 3 for better
comparison. Supplementary Figures S3 and S4 show the

corresponding results from the mouse and rat retina,
respectively, 7 days after laser photocoagulation.
To demonstrate longitudinal imaging of laser-induced CNV
using OCTA, OCT imaging was performed 6, 14, and 21 days
post laser photocoagulation with 1 group of mice receiving
intravitreal injection of an anti-VEGF agent (Aflibercept) and
the other group receiving the PBS vehicle 7 days post laser
photocoagulation. Figures 5A and 6A show en face OCT
angiograms of the inner retina, Figures 5B and 6B en face OCT
angiograms of the outer retina, Figures 5C and 6C en face OCT
angiograms of the choroid, and Figures 5D and 6D select crosssectional OCT angiograms of representative mice from the
control and anti-VEGF groups, respectively. Images from
multiple points are shown to visualize the effect of the antiVEGF agent on laser-induced CNV. The CNV area in the control
mouse qualitatively visualized in Figures 5B1 through 5B3 do
not change significantly over time. However, the CNV area in
the anti-VEGF mouse in Figures 6B1 through 6B3 decreases
noticeably over time. A similar trend can be seen in the
representative cross-sectional OCT angiograms, Figures 5D and
6D, acquired from the same transverse location on the retina.
Note that outer retinal flow corresponding to laser-induced
CNV is colored in red. Figure 7, showing time series plots of
the means and standard deviations of normalized CNV areas
and volumes for the control and anti-VEGF groups, respectively, summarizes the effect of the anti-VEGF agent on laserinduced CNV. The effect of the anti-VEGF agent was minimal in
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FIGURE 4. Optical coherence tomography angiography, ICGA, FA, and immunofluorescence images of laser-induced CNV in the rat retina without
anti-VEGF intervention. Imaging was performed 14 days after laser photocoagulation without anti-VEGF intervention. En face OCT angiograms of (A)
the inner retina, (B) the outer retina, and (C) the choroid. Shadow artifacts due to retinal vessels and thick vessels from laser-induced CNV are
shaded in red. Artifacts caused by parasitic reflections from the lens are delineated by the red dotted contour. (D) Indocyanine green angiography
and (E) FA showing dye leakage from the CNV lesion as hyperfluorescence. (F1–F5) Immunofluorescence images of the laser-induced CNV from the
lectin-FITC–stained choroidal flat mount. Immunofluorescence images were rotated to match the orientation of the CNV lesions shown in (B) for
better comparison. Scale bars: 400 lm.

the choroid, as can be qualitatively visualized in Figures 5C and
6C.

DISCUSSION
Since longitudinal imaging in animal models is highly
advantageous for understanding pathogenesis and pharmaceutical development, OCT is an attractive imaging technique because of its ability to visualize cross-sections of the
retina and choroid noninvasively. Multiple studies have used
structural OCT in investigating laser-induced CNV in rodent
models.41–43 High imaging speeds enable acquisition of full
volumetric scans over areas sufficiently large for visualization
of laser-induced CNV in the rodent retina without significant
motion artifact. Structural OCT images allow quantitative
analysis of the retinal thickness and qualitative visualization
of the CNV lesion. However, contrast between the lumen
and surrounding tissues is usually insufficient for clear
visualization of the CNV microvasculature in structural OCT
images.
As shown in Figures 3 and 4, OCTA has the advantage that it
noninvasively provides the detailed CNV microvasculature
comparable to immunofluorescence images of the choroidal
flat mount. Although immunofluorescence provides highest
resolution images of the CNV microvasculature, choroidal flat
mount preparation has a significant disadvantage in that it
requires enucleation of the eye, which precludes longitudinal

monitoring of the same animal. Because the size and shape of
the CNV microvasculature varies significantly, ex vivo techniques necessitate cross-sectional measurements in a relatively
large number of animals to achieve statistical significance. In
contrast, OCT allows longitudinal imaging that allows normalization of CNV areas and volumes, which can significantly
reduce the number of animals required by reducing the effect
of inherent variation in CNV sizes. To demonstrate this, a
commercial anti-VEGF agent with known efficacy was used in
this study where only 3 eyes from the control group and 3 eyes
from the anti-VEGF group were sufficient to achieve statistically significant difference with P < 0.01, as shown in Figures 5
through 7.
Unlike FA and, to a lesser degree, ICGA, which clearly
visualize dye leakage in the form of hyperfluorescence,
immunofluorescence imaging and OCTA do not directly show
leakage. In imaging patients with AMD, FA has been a useful
imaging technique for diagnosing the presence of CNV
because the CNV lesion clearly appears hyperfluorescent due
to leakage. However, dye leakage obfuscates the detailed CNV
microvasculature, which renders FA unsuitable for visualization
of the microvasculature itself. Indocyanine green angiography
suffers less from dye leakage because of its higher chemical
affinity to larger plasma albumin molecules13 but still does not
well visualize the CNV microvasculature with sufficiently high
resolution. Clinically, dye leakage has not been considered a
serious limitation because leakage itself could be used as a
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FIGURE 5. Longitudinal OCTA imaging of laser-induced CNV in the mouse retina receiving intravitreal injection of PBS. Imaging was performed 6,
14, and 21 days post laser photocoagulation. Intravitreal injection of the PBS vehicle was performed 7 days post laser photocoagulation. En face
OCT angiograms of (A) the inner retina, (B) the outer retina, and (C) the choroid. Shadow artifacts due to retinal vessels and thick vessels from laserinduced CNV are shaded in red. (D) Select cross-sectional OCT angiograms extracted from the locations indicated by the red lines in (A–C) show
inner retinal flow (green), outer retinal flow (red), and choroidal flow (blue). The outer retinal flow corresponds to laser-induced CNV. The CNV
lesions do not change significantly over time. Scale bars: 200 lm.

marker for the presence of CNV, which is initially unknown in
AMD patients.
For small animal imaging, however, the ability to visualize
the laser-induced CNV microvasculature may prove to be more
important than the ability to detect hyperfluorescence, an
indirect effect of CNV. Note that unlike CNV in patients, the
presence of CNV artificially induced via laser photocoagulation
is usually not the unknown in investigations using rodent
models. Therefore, hyperfluorescence from CNV has limited
utility if it does not provide more information than merely the
presence of CNV. For understanding pathogenesis and
pharmaceutical development, direct visualization of the CNV
microvasculature may provide more information and make
quantitative analysis easier. Because OCT is a three-dimensional
imaging technique, OCTA can provide both the area and
volume of abnormal CNV vessels. Furthermore, because OCTA
is an extension of OCT, other structural information such as the
retinal thickness can be extracted from inherently coregistered
volumetric images of the retinal structure. This multifunctionality makes OCT highly advantageous in investigations using
small animal models.

Because OCTA requires multiple cross-sections repeatedly
acquired from the same location, higher imaging speeds are
required for acquiring an OCTA volume compared to acquiring
a structural OCT volume. Recent advances in OCT imaging
speeds enabled commercialization of OCTA for patients, which
currently shows promising applications in a wide range of
ophthalmic diseases. Specifically, OCTA has been shown to
visualize CNV microvasculature in patients better than FA and
ICGA.28,29 In this study, we evaluated the ability of OCTA in
visualizing laser-induced CNV in the rodent retina. Because
animals are anesthetized for OCT imaging, relatively slow
imaging speeds can be tolerated for rodent OCTA. Therefore,
we believe that this technique can be readily adopted in small
animal investigations using commonly available OCT systems.
However, note that the OCT imaging speed determines the
interscan time interval, which, when excessively long, can
induce significant bulk motion artifacts from eye motions, even
under anesthesia.
The current investigation had a few limitations. Major
arterioles and venules in the inner retina, as well as relatively
thick CNV vessels, resulted in rapid attenuation of the OCT
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FIGURE 6. Longitudinal OCTA imaging of laser-induced CNV in the mouse retina receiving intravitreal injection of an anti-VEGF agent, Aflibercept.
Imaging was performed 6, 14, and 21 days post laser photocoagulation. Intravitreal injection of Aflibercept was performed 7 days post laser
photocoagulation. En face OCT angiograms of (A) the inner retina, (B) the outer retina, and (C) the choroid. Shadow artifacts due to retinal vessels
and thick vessels from laser-induced CNV are shaded in red. (D) Select cross-sectional OCT angiograms extracted from the locations indicated by the
red lines in (A–C) show inner retinal flow (green), outer retinal flow (red), and choroidal flow (blue). The outer retinal flow corresponds to laserinduced CNV. The CNV areas decrease over time. Scale bars: 200 lm.

FIGURE 7. Normalized area and volume of laser-induced CNV measured using OCTA. Choroidal neovascularization areas and volumes at different
time points were normalized with respect to areas and volumes measured on day 6. Multiple CNV lesions from the same eye were not treated as
statistically independent, and the mean value was used as a single measurement for a given time point. N ¼ 3 for each time point. The error bar
shows the standard deviation of the measurement. *Indicates P < 0.01.
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signal in depth, which resulted in spurious decorrelation
signals appearing as shadow artifacts underneath the vessels.
Although this limitation is mostly irrelevant for two-dimensional analyses using en face projection angiograms, it may
overestimate the CNV volume if not carefully inspected.
Development of postprocessing algorithms for removing
shadow artifacts can be helpful. Regardless, the current
investigation strongly suggests that OCTA can be a powerful
in vivo imaging technique for investigations using animal
models of laser-induced CNV. Other potentially helpful features
include quantitative measurement of flow speeds using OCTA,
which may require an imaging speed higher than what was
used in this investigation to differentiate multiple flow speed
ranges. Applications of OCTA on other animal models of retinal
diseases are underway.
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